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Lanka Princess Hotel is a high end beach hotel situated at picturesque Moragalla, on the southern
coastal belt. We cater to an exclusive German clientele that journey here to avail themselves of the
amenities at our Ayurvedic Centre and Spa.
For quite some time our operation was plagued with the odors from the hotel kitchen located in the
ground floor, pervading the treatment center, which was anathema to our guests.

We took our problem to Sirocco Air Technologies, which had an enviable reputation for providing
practical ventilation solutions.
They sent an investigative team followed by a visits by their design engineers and, within a few
working days, put up a convincing proposal to us, which met our approval.
Sirocco imported out a custom built Sound Proof inline cabinet fan of German origin & Electrostatic
Precipitators of Singapore origin. (Sound is a critical factor as Ayurvedic treatment is administered to

clients in a meditative posture and, disturbance is taboo,)During the down time for fan arrival,
Sirocco fabricated in their own work shop, the necessary ducting and mounting accessories which
they coupled to two Electrostatic Precipitators for filtration of the exhaust air. The Electrostatic
Precipitators works flawlessly and it eliminates the oil, the kitchen odor & smoke. The fan was duly
installed and the whole operation was concluded well within the quoted delivery time.

We now have a kitchen with an extremely pleasant ambient with the offensive air exhausted,
filtered and ducted well away from the treatment center and the living quarters.
Suffice it to say that we will partner with Sirocco Air Technologies in any future projects and, we
have no hesitation in recommending them to any entity requiring their services.

S. K.

Pradeep Prabosanna,

Chief Engineer
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